Education Abroad Committee
Agenda for Meeting Friday, December 5, 2008

1) Review Expanded Charge

2) Review Current procedure for program approval
   a) What programs need to be approved by the EAC? - exchange and study abroad
      are clearly mentioned in the charge. Should EAC approval be required of all
      university sponsored activities which take place outside of the U.S. or can trips be
      reviewed by Ric Bell and CIE once a procedure is approved. (e.g. MIDEM
      conference)
   
b) When do programs need to be reapproved? If courses change? On a set
      schedule? What changes trigger a reapproval - change in location?

3) Review Emergency Protocol

4) Programs to be approved
   a) MIDEM
   b) Costa Rica

5) Schedule meeting in January to review revised policies, procedures and criteria for
   approval of new study abroad programs.